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ABSTRACT
Context. Over the past five decades, radio astronomy has shown that molecular complexity is a natural outcome of interstellar chem-
istry, in particular in star forming regions. However, the pathways that lead to the formation of complex molecules are not completely
understood and the depth of chemical complexity has not been entirely revealed. In addition, the sulfur chemistry in the dense inter-
stellar medium is not well understood.
Aims. We want to know the relative abundances of alkanethiols and alkanols in the Galactic Center source Sagittarius B2(N2), the
northern hot molecular core in Sgr B2(N), whose relatively small line widths are favorable for studying the molecular complexity in
space.
Methods. We investigated spectroscopic parameter sets that were able to reproduce published laboratory rotational spectra of
ethanethiol and studied effects that modify intensities in the predicted rotational spectrum of ethanol. We used the Atacama Large
Millimeter Array (ALMA) in its Cycles 0 and 1 for a spectral line survey of Sagittarius B2(N) between 84 and 114.4 GHz. These
data were analyzed by assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) for each molecule. Our observations are supplemented by
astrochemical modeling; a new network is used for the first time that includes reaction pathways for alkanethiols.
Results. We detected methanol and ethanol in their parent 12C species and those with one 12C atom substituted by 13C; the latter
were detected for the first time unambiguously in the case of ethanol. The 12C/13C ratio is ∼25 for both molecules. In addition, we
identified CH183 OH with a 16O/18O ratio of ∼180 and a 13CH3OH/CH183 OH ratio of ∼7.3. Upper limits were derived for the next
larger alkanols normal- and iso-propanol. We observed methanethiol, CH3SH, also known as methyl mercaptan, including torsionally
excited transitions for the first time. We also identified transitions of ethanethiol (or ethyl mercaptan), though not enough to claim
a secure detection in this source. The ratios CH3SH to C2H5SH and C2H5OH to C2H5SH are & 21 and & 125, respectively. In the
process of our study, we noted severe discrepancies in the intensities of observed and predicted ethanol transitions and propose a
change in the relative signs of the dipole moment components. In addition, we determined alternative sets of spectroscopic parameters
for ethanethiol. The astrochemical models indicate that substantial quantities of both CH3SH and C2H5SH may be produced on the
surfaces of dust grains, to be later released into the gas phase. The modeled ratio CH3SH/C2H5SH = 3.1 is lower than the observed
value of & 21; the model value appears to be affected most by the underprediction of CH3SH relative to CH3OH and C2H5OH, as
judged by a very high CH3OH/CH3SH ratio.
Conclusions. The column density ratios involving methanol, ethanol, and methanethiol in Sgr B2(N2) are similar to values reported
for Orion KL, but those involving ethanethiol are significantly different and suggest that the detection of ethanethiol reported toward
Orion KL is uncertain. Our chemical model presently does not permit the prediction of sufficiently accurate column densities of
alkanethiols or their ratios among alkanethiols and alkanols. Therefore, additional observational results are required to establish the
level of C2H5SH in the dense and warm interstellar medium with certainty.
Key words. astrochemistry – line: identification – molecular data – radio lines: ISM – ISM: molecules – ISM: individual objects:
Sagittarius B2(N)
1. Introduction
The degree of chemical complexity observed toward star-
forming regions known as “hot cores” is greater than that found
thus far in any other portion of the interstellar medium (ISM),
encompassing a range of organic molecules of up to 12 atoms
(Belloche et al. 2014). The significance of these detections may
go beyond the immediate chemistry of hot cores themselves; the
apparent similarity between the abundances of complex inter-
stellar molecules and the chemical composition of comets sug-
gests that interstellar material may have been incorporated di-
rectly into cometary and/or planetary solids during the planet
formation process. It is therefore critical to understand the depth
and breadth of chemical complexity that may develop in the
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early stages of star formation, and which may influence the
chemistry of later planetary systems and perhaps the ultimate
emergence of life.
Sagittarius (Sgr for short) B2 is an especially well-suited
source for studying saturated or nearly saturated organic
molecules, and most of the larger ones have been detected
toward this source for the first time (Belloche et al. 2013).
Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) are the two main sites of star for-
mation in the Sgr B2 molecular cloud complex, one of the
most massive star-forming regions in our Galaxy located close
to the Galactic Center. Sgr B2(N) contains two dense, com-
pact hot cores separated by about 5′′ (Belloche et al. 2008;
Qin et al. 2011), the more prominent one is the so-called Large
Molecule Heimat Sgr B2(N-LMH), also called Sgr B2(N)-
SMA1 (Qin et al. 2011) or P1 (Belloche et al. 2008); the other is
called Sgr B2(N)-SMA2 (Qin et al. 2011) or P2 (Belloche et al.
2008) and is to the north of the first. We propose that Sgr B2(N1)
and Sgr B2(N2) be adopted because they are short and unam-
biguous names. Single-dish observations of Sgr B2(N) usually
cover both sources, but differences in the local standard of rest
(lsr) velocities provide the means to distinguish between the two
sources.
In order to study the molecular complexity in Sgr B2, we
used the IRAM 30 m telescope to carry out molecular line sur-
veys toward Sgr B2(N) and Sgr B2(M) at 3 mm wavelengths
with additional observations at 2 and 1.3 mm (Belloche et al.
2013). Even though each frequency setup was observed for a
modest amount of time, line confusion was reached for a con-
siderable part of the surveys, in particular toward Sgr B2(N).
Nevertheless, in this study we detected aminoacetonitrile, a pos-
sible precursor of glycine (the simplest amino acid), for the first
time in space (Belloche et al. 2008), as well as ethyl formate
and n-propyl cyanide (Belloche et al. 2009), the 13C isotopologs
of vinyl cyanide (Müller et al. 2008), and several other mi-
nor isotopic species and transitions in excited vibrational states
(Belloche et al. 2013).
Other recent investigations into the molecular complexity of
Sgr B2(N) include a line survey with the HIFI high-resolution
spectrometer on board the Herschel satellite covering its en-
tire frequency region (most of ∼500 to ∼1900 GHz) (Neill et al.
2014) or the PRIMOS Legacy Project (up to about 50 GHz)
employing the 100 m GBT dish, which led to the detection
of ethanimine (Loomis et al. 2013) and E-cyanomethanimine
(Zaleski et al. 2013), among others. Among the less recent stud-
ies of Sgr B2, we note the 1.3 mm line survey of Nummelin et al.
(1998, 2000) who studied three positions (M, N, and NW) using
the SEST 15 m dish.
The Orion Molecular Cloud, and in particular the
Kleinmann-Low Nebula (Orion KL), have also been studied ex-
tensively in the context of molecular complexity (Crockett et al.
2014). An IRAM 30 m molecular line survey led to the detec-
tion of several molecules including methyl acetate (Tercero et al.
2013) (an isomer of ethyl formate), and numerous minor
isotopic species, such as methyl-deuterated methyl formate,
HCO(O)CH2D (Coudert et al. 2013). The detection of methyl
formate in its second excited torsional state was reported through
different observations (Takano et al. 2012). In recent years, con-
siderable levels of molecular complexity have also been inves-
tigated in other star-forming regions. Ethanediol, for example,
which is also known as ethylene glycol, is a molecule with ten
atoms. It was detected in the hot corinos associated with the
Class 0 protostars NGC 1333-IRAS2A (Maury et al. 2014) and,
tentatively, IRAS 16293-2422B (Jørgensen et al. 2012) after the
first detection toward Sgr B2(N) (Hollis et al. 2002).
Following up on our observations with the IRAM 30 m tele-
scope, we used the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA)
in its Cycle 0 for a spectral line survey of Sagittarius B2(N) be-
tween 84 and 111 GHz with the aim of Exploring Molecular
Complexity with ALMA (EMoCA). An additional setup in Cy-
cle 1 extended the frequency range to 114.4 GHz. We expected
a reduction in the line confusion through the spatial resolution
of Sgr B2(N1) and Sgr B2(N2). In fact, we observed reduced
line confusion toward the weaker source Sgr B2(N2) caused not
only by the spatial separation of the two sources, but also by
narrower lines. As a first result, we were able to detect the first
branched alkyl molecule in space, iso-propyl cyanide and to de-
termine a 1 : 2.5 ratio relative to the more abundant n-propyl
cyanide in Sgr B2(N2) (Belloche et al. 2014). The line confu-
sion is high in Sgr B2(N1), therefore, we focus our initial anal-
yses on Sgr B2(N2). In the present work, we report on alkanols
and alkanethiols in this source.
Methanol, CH3OH, is the lightest alkanol and one of the
most abundant organic molecules in the ISM. It was among
the first molecules to be detected in space, toward Sgr A and
Sgr B2, by means of radio astronomy (Ball et al. 1970). In fact,
13CH3OH and CH3OD were detected in Sgr B2 shortly there-
after (Gottlieb et al. 1979). We note, however, that the identi-
fication of CH3OD in that work has been questioned recently
(Belloche et al. 2015). A few years later, Gardner et al. (1989)
reported on the detection of CH183 OH in Sgr B2. The great di-
agnostic value of methanol lines has been pointed out several
times (Leurini et al. 2004, 2007; Müller et al. 2004; Wang et al.
2011). Rotational lines of 13CH3OH have been used frequently
to derive proper column densities because those of the main
isotopic species are often saturated in dense molecular clouds
(Belloche et al. 2013; Neill et al. 2013).
Ethanol, C2H5OH, the next heaviest alkanol, was also among
the first molecules to be detected in space employing radio as-
tronomy (Zuckerman et al. 1975). The detection was also made
toward Sgr B2. Initially, it was observed only via its anti (or
trans) low-energy conformer, the higher lying gauche conformer
was first detected in Orion KL several years later (Pearson et al.
1997). Ethanol was not only detected in several hot cores, but
also in kinetically moderately warm Galactic Center clouds
(Requena-Torres et al. 2006). In addition, there is evidence for
the molecule in the molecular clouds surrounding the Class 0
protostars IRAS 16293-2422A and B (Bisschop et al. 2008).
Ethanol with one 13C has not yet been detected with certainty,
but we reported on a tentative detection in the course of the 30 m
line survey of Sgr B2(N) (Belloche et al. 2013).
In the case of propanol, C3H7OH, there are two isomers, the
straight chain normal- or n-propanol and the branched iso- or
i-propanol. We are aware of two reports attempting to detect
n-propanol in space (Requena-Torres et al. 2008; Tercero et al.
2015). There appears to be no published report on the search for
i-propanol in space.
Replacing an O atom in an alkanol with an S atom yields
an alkanethiol. The simplest one is methanethiol, CH3SH,
also known as methyl mercaptan. It was among the earli-
est molecules detected in space by radio astronomical means,
first tentatively (Turner 1977) and confirmed subsequently
(Linke et al. 1979), again toward Sgr B2. It was also observed
toward the hot core G327.3-0.6 (Gibb et al. 2000), the cold
core B1 (Cernicharo et al. 2012), and the Orion KL hot core
(Kolesniková et al. 2014). The last study also reported the de-
tection of ethanethiol, C2H5SH, also known as ethyl mercap-
tan. Even though many spectral features were ascribed to the
molecule, most of them are partially or completely blended with
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emission from other species. In addition, the column density ra-
tio of ethanethiol with respect to methanethiol or ethanol appears
somewhat higher than the column density ratios of the latter two
molecules with respect to methanol. The puzzlingly high appar-
ent abundance of C2H5SH in Orion KL motivates probing the
abundances of alkanols and alkanethiols in other hot cores, in
particular Sgr B2(N), in order to understand better the interstel-
lar chemistry of these two families of organic molecules.
2. Laboratory spectroscopy
In this section, we present background information on the spec-
troscopy of the molecules in the present study. One general as-
pect concerns the partition function of organic molecules and
the related abundances. These molecules often have low-lying
vibrations, such as OH-, SH-, or CH3-torsions, which are not al-
ways considered in the derivation of the partition function. We
comment on necessary corrections of the partition function and,
equivalently, the column densities under local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE). Similar corrections may be required if not all
of the thermally populated conformations were considered in the
derivation of the partition function.
The rotational spectrum of a saturated or nearly saturated or-
ganic molecule may differ considerably from that of a simple
asymmetric top rotor because the torsion or inversion of func-
tional groups such as CH3, NH2, OH, or SH may be hindered
only slightly. These large amplitude motions may lead to addi-
tional splitting in the rotational transitions, which sometimes can
be resolved in radio astronomical spectra.
Pickett (1972) proposed a reduced axis system (RAS) for
the treatment of inversion problems, i.e., tunneling between two
equivalent minima. Its main off-diagonal term of a-symmetry is
Fbc{Jb, Jc} with {Jb, Jc} = Jb Jc + JcJb. Distortion corrections,
such as {{Jb, Jc}, Fbc,K J2a + Fbc,J J2 + F2bc(J2+ + J2−) + ...} with
J± = Jb± iJc, may also be required. Terms of b- and c-symmetry
are defined equivalently. The symmetry of the allowed terms in
the Hamiltonian depends on the symmetry of the inversion mo-
tion. The designation of the parameter as Fbc is fairly common,
but other designations also exist (e.g., Dbc). Parameters such as
F2bc may also be called F±bc.
Reduced axis system Hamiltonians were employed
successfully for a variety of molecules of interest for as-
trochemistry, including NH2D (Cohen & Pickett 1982),
vinylamine (McNaughton & Evans 1999), aGg’-ethanediol
(Christen & Müller 2003), NHD2 (Endres et al. 2006), H2DO+
(Müller et al. 2010), phenol (Kolesniková et al. 2013), and
1,3-propanediol (Smirnov et al. 2013).
A RAS Hamiltonian still appears to be well suited to de-
scribe the tunneling between two equivalent conformations if a
third minimum is sufficiently higher in energy. This third mini-
mum usually has a dihedral angle of ∼0◦ (syn) or ∼180◦ (anti);
the two equivalent conformations have dihedral angles of about
±120◦ or of about ±60◦, respectively. In either case, the confor-
mations are frequently called gauche. Examples are peroxyni-
tric acid (Suenram et al. 1986a), fluoromethanol (Suenram et al.
1986b), and propargyl alcohol (Pearson & Drouin 2005). If a
third minimum is closer in energy to the gauche states, it may
be necessary to include parameters of odd order into the Hamil-
tonian to describe the tunneling between the gauche states. The
lower order parameters of a-symmetry are {iJa,Ga + Ga,K J2a +
Ga,J J2 + G2(J2+ + J2−) + ...}, those of b- and c-symmetry are de-
fined equivalently. This approach has been used, for example,
in the treatment of the rotation-tunneling spectrum of ethanol
(Pearson et al. 1996, 2008).
In the case of tunneling between two equivalent conforma-
tions if a third minimum is sufficiently higher in energy, the RAS
interaction Hamiltonian with even order parameters, such as Fab,
may be replaced by an interaction Hamiltonian with odd order
parameters, such as Gc. Pearson & Drouin (2005) have shown
that equivalent fits can be obtained with only even or with only
odd order interaction parameters in the case of propargyl alco-
hol.
We note that the sign of the first off-diagonal interaction pa-
rameter of a given symmetry and between specific conforma-
tions or vibrational states is not determinable in a fit of field-
free rest frequencies. This parameter is usually the one of lowest
order, i.e., Gi or F jk. However, the sign of any additional inter-
action parameter of the same symmetry and between those spe-
cific conformations or vibrational states are determinable with
respect to that of the first parameter. Moreover, in the absence
of off-diagonal interaction parameters, the signs of the dipole
moment components are not determinable and do not matter.
However, in the presence of off-diagonal interaction parameters
and with their signs fixed, the relative signs of the dipole mo-
ment components may matter; in fact, it is the sign of the dipole
moment component times the sign of the overlap integral that
is determined. In that case, they may be determinable by Stark
spectroscopy (Cohen & Pickett 1982; Suenram et al. 1986a,b).
The relative signs of the dipole moment components may also
lead to changes in the intensities of some transitions, and con-
versely, relative intensity measurements may lead to the deter-
mination of the relative signs of the dipole moment compo-
nents (Christen & Müller 2003; Endres et al. 2006; Müller et al.
2010).
The treatment of torsional large amplitude motions (e.g., of
CH3 groups) often requires more specialized Hamiltonian mod-
els (see, e.g., Herbst et al. (1984) or Kleiner (2010) for a review)
because the regular K energy level structure of an asymmetric
top rotor could be modified significantly by torsional contribu-
tions that oscillate as a function of K. The amplitude of this os-
cillation increases rapidly with excitation to torsional states of
successively higher energy relative to the torsional barrier. The
frequency of the K-variation depends on the ratio of the moment
of inertia of the rotating top to that of the whole molecule, hence
torsional contributions to the energies oscillate faster with K for
heavy tops and light frames.
2.1. Methanol, CH3OH
The torsional energy for methanol varies rapidly with K because
the moment of inertia of the CH3 group dominates that of the
light OH frame. In addition, the intermediate-size barrier to ro-
tation of the CH3 group leads to torsional contributions to the K
energy level structure in the ground vibrational state that are of
similar size to the K level splitting at low K. As a consequence,
the origins of the b-type rotational transitions (with ∆K = 1)
differ considerably from those expected for an asymmetric top
rotor. In contrast, the patterns of the a-type rotational transi-
tions (with ∆K = 0) resemble those of an asymmetric top in the
absence of perturbations; this applies even to excited torsional
states. The first excited torsional state straddles the barrier to in-
ternal rotation, and even higher torsional states display a K-level
structure that increasingly approaches that of a free internal ro-
tor.
We have used rotational transitions of 13CH3OH initially to
infer the column density of methanol because of frequent sat-
uration of lines pertaining to the main isotopic species. The
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spectroscopic line data were taken from the CDMS catalog1
(Müller et al. 2001, 2005). The first version is based on Xu et al.
(1996) and Xu & Lovas (1997) with experimental transition fre-
quencies in the range of our ALMA data from Kuriyama et al.
(1986) and from the privately communicated methanol atlas of
the Toyama University (Tsunekawa et al. 1995). An update of
the CDMS entry is in preparation. It is based on extensive mea-
surements taken in Cologne that extend up to ∼1500 GHz and
include data in the range of our survey (Xu et al. 2014). The
magnitudes of the dipole moment components employed in the
calculation are |µa| = 0.899 D and |µb| = 1.44 D from initial
measurements on the main isotopic species (Ivash & Dennison
1953). Sastry et al. (1994) determined slightly different dipole
moment components of 13CH3OH. The vibrational contributions
to the partition function at 160 K are essentially converged by in-
clusion of 3t = 2, a correction of the column density because of
the population of vibrational states is not required.
We used the CDMS entry to evaluate the column den-
sity of CH183 OH. The entry is based on Fisher et al. (2007)
with extensive far-infrared data from that work. Most of the
rest frequencies determined with microwave accuracy are from
Hoshino et al. (1996) and from Ikeda et al. (1998). The dipole
moment components are slightly different from those of the
main species and were taken from Sastry et al. (1996). As for
13CH3OH, vibrational corrections to the partition function at
160 K are not needed.
We used the JPL catalog2 (Pickett et al. 1998) entry to es-
timate the CH3OH column density because we expect to ob-
serve highly rotationally or torsionally excited CH3OH transi-
tions with line widths much wider than in dark clouds. The entry
is based on the extensive study of Xu et al. (2008) which extends
to 3t = 2 and high J and K quantum numbers. Rest frequencies
in the range of our study were taken mainly from the methanol
atlas of the Toyama University3 (Tsunekawa et al. 1995) with
additional data from Lees & Baker (1968); Sastry et al. (1984);
Müller et al. (2004); Xu et al. (2008). An older entry based on
Xu & Lovas (1997) is available in the CDMS. Even though
it covers only 3t = 0 and 1 and has weaknesses for transi-
tions with higher J and K values, it is frequently more ac-
curate for lower energy transitions that may be important for
dark cloud or maser observations, which require high frequency
accuracy. This is achieved in part by merging corresponding
laboratory data (Müller et al. 2004). The dipole moments were
taken from Ivash & Dennison (1953). Very recently, determi-
nations of the dipole moment components were reported by
Mukhopadhyay & Sastry (2015) with very similar values. The
small change in the a-dipole moment component upon torsional
excitation probably has negligible effects for the strongest a-type
transitions even in a perfect fit of astronomical data. There may
be non-negligible effects in transitions in which contributions of
the a- and b-dipole moment components almost cancel out. Vi-
brational corrections to the partition function at 160 K are again
not needed.
We suspected that transitions pertaining to 3t = 3 may be
observable in our data. We took J = 2 − 1 a-type transition fre-
quencies from Tsunekawa et al. (1995), the lower state energies
from Moruzzi et al. (1995), and estimated the line strengths from
lower torsional states (Xu et al. 2008). It is worthwhile mention-
ing that substantial progress has been made recently in analyzing
1 http://www.astro.uni-koeln.de/cdms/catalog;
http://cdms.ph1.uni-koeln.de/cdms/portal/
2 http://spec.jpl.nasa.gov/ftp/pub/catalog/catdir.html
3 http://www.sci.u-toyama.ac.jp/phys/4ken/atlas/
Fig. 1. Sections of the continuum-subtracted spectrum recorded with
ALMA toward Sgr B2(N2) in black. The synthetic spectrum of ethanol
using the official JPL catalog entry is shown in red. Some lines are pre-
dicted to be much stronger than they appear in the spectrum, e.g., near
88107 MHz and 91059 MHz. A few other lines, e.g., near 90354 MHz
and 101244 MHz, are stronger than predicted. Compare with Fig. 2. The
central frequency of each panel is indicated below the x-axis in MHz;
its width is given also in MHz in parentheses. The y-axis is labeled in
brightness temperature units (K).
Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 with the same LTE parameters, but the mod-
eling was carried out with a modified catalog entry in which the sign of
one dipole moment component was altered, see Table 1.
3t = 3 and higher vibrational states of methanol (Pearson et al.
2009, 2015).
2.2. Methanethiol, CH3SH
Replacing the O atom in methanol with an S atom yields
methanethiol, reducing the moment of inertia ratio between the
CH3 group and the SH frame compared to the OH frame in
methanol. Overall, the torsional splitting in CH3SH is smaller
than that in CH3OH. The splittings in the first excited torsional
state of CH3SH are similar to the ones in the ground vibrational
state of CH3OH.
Information on rest frequencies were taken from the CDMS.
The entry is based on Xu et al. (2012). Extensive terahertz
and far-IR data were combined with previous data, which in-
clude data in the range of our survey from Lees & Mohammadi
(1980) with additional data mainly from Sastry et al. (1986)
and Bettens et al. (1999). Dipole moment components of |µa| =
1.312 D and |µb| = 0.758 D were cited by Tsunekawa et al.
(1989). The vibrational contributions to the partition function
are quite well accounted for at 180 K, so no correction to the
column density needs to be made.
2.3. Ethanol, C2H5OH
There are two large amplitude motions in ethanol, the internal
rotation of the methyl group, whose rather small splitting is only
rarely resolved in the laboratory and is frequently neglected, and
the internal rotation of the OH group, which causes more promi-
nent splitting. The anti conformer (also known as trans) with
a dihedral HOCC angle of 180◦ is lowest in energy. The dou-
bly degenerate gauche conformer with dihedral angles of about
±60◦ is considerably higher in energy. Tunneling between the
two equivalent gauche conformers causes them to split into the
symmetric gauche+ and the antisymmetric gauche− states. The
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Table 1. Experimental dipole moment components µi (D) of ethanola
with proposed signs.
Component Valuea Signb
Initial Present
µa(a ↔ a) 0.046 (14) + (+)
µb(a ↔ a) 1.438 (7) + +
µc(a ↔ a) 0.c
µa(g± ↔ g±) 1.246 (10) − +
µb(g± ↔ g±) 0.104 (8) + (+)
µc(g± ↔ g∓) 1.101 (16) − −
Notes. a From Takano et al. (1968) and Kakar & Quade (1980) for anti
and gauche conformers of ethanol, respectively. Numbers in parenthe-
ses after the values refer to the reported uncertainties in units of the least
significant figures. a, g+, and g− refer to the anti and to the symmetric
and antisymmetric states of the gauche conformers of ethanol, respec-
tively. b With respect to the signs of the interaction parameters in the
Hamiltonian model from Pearson et al. (2008). Initial values are from
that work. Signs in parentheses are not certain. See also the second to
last paragraph in section 2. c By symmetry.
former is 56.82 K higher than the anti conformer and the latter
61.53 K (Pearson et al. 2008). Torsion-rotation interaction be-
tween the gauche conformers occurs even at low quantum num-
bers (Pearson et al. 1997). In contrast, such interaction can be
neglected for the anti conformer up to moderate quantum num-
bers (J + 2Ka . 30).
Pearson et al. (2008) reported extensively on the rotational
spectra of the C2H5OH conformers and their mutual torsion-
rotation interaction. Data associated with this work as well as
resulting predictions of the ground state rotational spectrum are
available in the JPL catalog. Transition frequencies in the range
of our ALMA survey are from that work. Vibrational contribu-
tions to the partition function at 150 K are dominated by the
two torsional modes (Durig & Larsen 1990). Combining anti
and gauche conformers, the ground state partition function needs
to be increased by a factor of 1.24; slight differences in the OH
torsional energies of the two conformers are taken into account.
The entries of ethanol isotopologs with one 13C atom
were taken from the CDMS catalog. They were based on
Bouchez et al. (2012), which restricted the investigations to the
anti conformers with J and Ka ranges in which interaction with
the gauche conformers can be neglected. The contribution of the
gauche conformers to the partition function increases the value
at 150 K based on the anti conformer only by a factor of ∼2.39
as estimated in the CDMS documentation from the main isotopic
species. Vibrational contributions to the partition function were
also derived from the main isotopic species.
The experimental dipole moment components of the ethanol
conformers are given in Table 1 together with the proposed signs
from Pearson et al. (2008), which are important because of the
extensive torsion-rotation interaction. Pearson et al. (2008) dis-
cussed line strength issues in section 5.2. They pointed out that
intensities for a number of transitions are not correctly modeled
by their Hamiltonian model and attributed this short-coming by
the neglect of torsional corrections (sine and cosine functions) to
the dipole moment components.
As shown in Fig. 1, we noticed that several rather weak
C2H5OH transitions in our line survey were predicted to be sig-
nificantly too strong; these transitions are summarized in Table 2.
We suspected that the sign choices of the dipole moment compo-
Table 2. Quantum numbers, conformers Conf.a, frequencies (MHz) of
ethanol transitions appearing too strong in initial models, and Einstein
A values (10−7 s−1) from the JPL catalog and new values proposed in
the present study.
J′, K′a, K′c − J′′, K′′a , K′′c Conf. Frequency A(JPL) A(new)
28,10,18 − 29, 9,20 g∓ 88106.42 5.55 6.26
28,10,19 − 29, 9,21 g∓ 88106.57 5.55 6.26
26, 0,26 − 25, 1,24 g± 88106.96 22.76 2.82
25, 2,24 − 24, 3,21 a 91058.80 18.64 1.52
27, 0,27 − 26, 1,25 g± 93054.89 26.87 3.20
31, 2,29 − 32, 1,32 a 93648.78 23.57 0.18
28, 0,28 − 27, 1,26 g± 98097.68 31.55 3.60
13, 0,13 − 13, 1,13 g∓ 99109.25 68.67 16.37
13, 4, 9 − 12, 5, 7 g∓ 99109.69 7.04 7.11
19, 3,16 − 19, 2,18 g± 99537.22 34.23 11.36
24, 2,23 − 23, 3,20 a 99896.28 24.36 2.40
32, 2,30 − 33, 1,33 a 101134.52 29.75 0.21
15, 2,13 − 15, 1,15 g± 101357.44 36.42 5.16
29, 1,29 − 28, 2,27 g± 102326.79 16.70 3.93
29, 0,29 − 28, 1,27 g± 103215.29 36.82 4.03
30, 0,30 − 29, 1,28 g± 108392.97 42.71 4.29
33, 2,31 − 34, 1,34 a 108442.67 36.77 0.24
8, 1, 8 − 8, 0, 8 g∓ 110368.52 94.84 62.45
7, 2, 6 − 6, 1, 6 g± 110545.85 32.68 14.58
22, 2,21 − 21, 3,18 a 113309.00 34.73 5.15
Notes. a Transitions within the anti or trans conformer are indicated by
a, g∓ and g± indicate transitions with gauche+ as lower and upper state,
respectively, and gauche− as upper and lower state, respectively.
nents relative to the interaction parameters could be responsible
for the observed intensity issues. We changed the signs of the
dipole moment components from Pearson et al. (2008) one at a
time relative to µb of the anti conformer. The resulting predic-
tions were compared with our ALMA observations. In addition,
we inspected a laboratory spectrum of ethanol in the 3 mm wave-
length region taken at the Universität zu Köln for educational
purposes. Sign changes of either µa or µc of the gauche con-
former yielded predictions that were compatible with our ALMA
observations with a slight preference for a change in µa. The in-
tensities in the laboratory spectrum were in support of this view;
e.g., the gauche− transition 131,12 − 131,13 near 96716.5 MHz
was about as strong as the g+ − g− transition 399,31 − 3810,29 near
96746.9 MHz, and the gauche+ transition 131,12 − 130,13 near
93279.0 MHz was about twice as strong. Retaining the sign of
µa and changing it in µc results in intensities of the two transi-
tions with J = 13 lower by a factor of about 2. Changing the
signs of the dipole moment components that are small in magni-
tude, µa of the anti conformer and µb of the gauche conformer,
had very little effect on the predicted intensities, as is expected.
Therefore, we refrain from any statement concerning their signs.
Figure 2 shows the modeling of ethanol with the altered sign of
the dipole moment component. Not only are there now no weak
transitions predicted to be much stronger than observed, in some
cases the lines, for which initially only part of the observed sig-
nal was assigned to C2H5OH, are now ascribed entirely to this
molecule. Further details on the model are given in in Sect. 4.2;
the entire model is presented in the online material.
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We should also point out that the choice of spectroscopic
parameters may also affect the intensities. The intensities of
∆K = 3 transitions in the rotational spectrum of PH3 were dis-
cussed as a recent example (Müller 2013). Inclusion or omission
of the ∆K = 6 term h3 or fixing it to an estimated value has pro-
found effects on the value of the ∆K = 3 term ǫ in the fit which,
in turn, affects the intensities of the weak ∆K = 3 transitions.
Pearson et al. (2008) discussed the determinability of odd order
parameters (e.g., Ga) simultaneously with even order parameters
(e.g., Fbc) although not explicitly in relation to intensities in the
rotational spectrum of C2H5OH.
We should emphasize that neglecting torsional corrections
to the dipole moment components may also account for part of
the intensity issues. Even though our dipole moment model was
only studied in the 3 mm wavelength region, intensities may also
be improved outside of this range. As indicated in this and the
previous paragraphs, the proposed sign change does not neces-
sarily resolve all intensity issues, even at 3 mm. Inspection of
the existing laboratory spectral recordings, in particular outside
the 3 mm range, or temperature dependent intensity measure-
ments, such as those carried out for methanol (Fortman et al.
2014; McMillan et al. 2014), may help resolve the intensity is-
sues in the rotational spectrum of ethanol overall.
2.4. Ethanethiol, C2H5SH: redetermination of spectroscopic
parameters
Schmidt & Quade (1975) studied the microwave spectrum of
ethanethiol, determined its dipole moment components, and es-
timated the anti conformer to have a higher energy than the
gauche conformer by 204±22 K. The spectroscopic analysis re-
vealed gauche− to be higher than gauche+ by only 1754 MHz (or
0.084 K). The dipole moment components are µa = 1.48±0.02 D
and µb = 0.19 ± 0.10 D within the gauche conformers and
µc = 0.59 ± 0.02 D between the gauche conformers. Values for
the anti conformer are µa = 1.06±0.03 D and µb = 1.17±0.03 D.
Far-infrared and Raman spectroscopy were also employed
to evaluate the energy separation between the gauche and the
anti conformer. Values of 144 K (Smith et al. 1973), 121 K
(Inagaki et al. 1973), 177 K (Manocha et al. 1973), and 160 K
(Durig et al. 1975) were obtained. The last value may be a rea-
sonable compromise among these values and the one from mi-
crowave measurements, but it should be viewed with caution be-
cause the uncertainty is at least 30 K, possibly more than 50 K.
An energy difference of 160 K yields a population of 17 % for
anti-C2H5SH at 180 K, considering the ground vibrational states
only. Combining the energy difference with the vibrational data
from Durig et al. (1975), including in particular the differences
in the SH torsional energies, the combined conformational and
vibrational correction is ∼1.95 at 180 K.
Recently, Kolesniková et al. (2014) reported on the exten-
sion of the rotational spectrum up to 660 and 880 GHz for the
anti and gauche conformers of the main isotopic species, respec-
tively, and on measurements of the gauche conformer of the 34S
isotopic species up to 300 GHz. Their Hamiltonian employed
for the gauche conformers was very similar to the one used ear-
lier for the gauche conformers of ethanol (Pearson et al. 1996).
These data were used to create entries for the CDMS. We noted
that the use of odd and even order interaction parameters resulted
in very unstable fits for the gauche conformers. Therefore, we
tried to fit the data using a RAS, as described at the beginning
of Sect. 2, i.e., we tried to avoid using odd order parameters,
such as Ga and Gb, in the fit. We note that these parameters were
called Q and N, respectively, by Kolesniková et al. (2014). The
Table 3. Spectroscopic parametersa (MHz) of the gauche conformers of
C2H5SH and C2H345 SH determined in the present study.
Parameter C2H5SH C2H345 SH
A 28 746.912 8(58) 28 708.867 5(189)
B 5 294.877 932(99) 5 175.221 38(36)
C 4 846.575 3(58) 4 745.419 1(72)
DK × 103 203.821 84(264) 202.21(114)
DJK × 103 −18.152 94(89) −17.715 64(185)
DJ × 103 3.287 853(196) 3.147 245(116)
d1 × 106 −519.999(130) −485.551(133)
d2 × 106 −16.383(53) −14.889(87)
HK × 106 5.417 4(50) 5.40
HKJ × 106 −1.061 41(106) −1.029 0(72)
HJK × 109 −3.18(35) −3.0
HJ × 109 2.661 63(252) 2.491
h1 × 109 1.209 1(90) 1.073 3(281)
h2 × 109 0.155 98(200) 0.140
E 876.994 80(247) 865.478 2(62)
EK × 103 71.894(308) 64.73(238)
EJ × 103 −13.007(215) −10.926(248)
E2 × 103 −13.120(104) −11.948(118)
EKK × 106 106.9(42) 90.
EJK × 106 −6.395(235) −5.4
EJJ × 109 84.4(84) 69.
EKKK × 109 −540.6(242) −420.
EJKK × 109 −8.31(185) −6.4
EJJK × 109 0.469(41) 0.36
EKKKK × 1012 844.(41) 610.
EJKKK × 1012 12.85(303) 9.1
Fbc 12.200 46(194) 11.935 60(118)
Fbc,K × 103 13.28(74) 13.0
Fbc,J × 106 93.0(47) 91.
Fbc,KK × 106 6.70(43) 6.6
Fbc,JJ × 109 −1.565(304) −1.53
Fac 100.95(69) 100.33(86)
Fac,J × 103 −0.951(39) −0.944
F2ac × 103 1.468 3(100) 1.458
Notes. a Watson’s S reduction was used in the representation Ir. Num-
bers in parentheses are one standard deviation in units of the least signif-
icant figures. Parameters of C2H345 SH without uncertainties were taken
from the main species and kept fixed in the fit.
magnitudes of 15.0 MHz and 6.3 MHz determined for the parent
species are much smaller than the theoretically limiting values of
∼2A (57494 MHz) and ∼2B (10590 MHz), respectively, suggest-
ing that both parameters have only fairly small effects in the fit.
It is worthwhile mentioning that Schmidt & Quade (1975) did
not use these parameters in their fits. In fact, they used Fbc and
Fac for their more limited data set, which they named D+− and
E+−, respectively.
We determined spectroscopic parameters as averages be-
tween both states and expressed the differences as rotational cor-
rections of the energy difference, as described above and as was
done for ethanediol, for example (Christen & Müller 2003). The
advantage is that either parameter can be included in the fit with-
out the other, whereas otherwise two distortion parameters are
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Table 4. Spectroscopic parametersa (MHz) of anti-C2H5SH determined
in the present study.
Parameter Value
A 28 416.768 03(214)
B 5 485.766 323(169)
C 4 881.832 621(127)
DK × 103 211.166(149)
DJK × 103 −22.185 3(58)
DJ × 103 3.787 500(119)
d1 × 106 −658.795(45)
d2 × 106 −23.555(46)
HK × 106 108.19(267)
HJK × 109 −300.6(63)
h2 × 109 0.774 0(234)
h3 × 109 0.253 8(158)
Notes. a Watson’s S reduction was used in the representation Ir.
usually included in the fit, one for each state. We used Watson’s
S reduction of the rotational Hamiltonian because it is more ap-
propriate for asymmetric top rotors so close to the prolate case;
κ = (2B − A −C)/(A −C) ≈ −0.95, close to the limiting case of
−1. We employed in our first fits only the rotational and quartic
distortion parameters, as well as E and Fbc. The last was ex-
pected to be very important as it connects the upper asymmetry
component of gauche+ with the lower asymmetry component of
gauche− with the same J and Ka. The largest perturbations are
expected if the asymmetry splitting is similar to the energy split-
ting between gauche+ and gauche−. We note that the energy dif-
ference is called ∆E in Kolesniková et al. (2014) and equals 2E
here by definition. At each stage of the fit, we searched among
all reasonable parameters for the one that reduces the root mean
square (rms) error as a measure of the quality of the fit most and
which was determined with high significance. Neither Ga nor Gb
was the parameter reducing the rms error most at any stage of the
fit. Whenever one or the other was tried out in the fit, any appre-
ciable reduction of the rms error made the fit highly unstable.
This finding is hardly surprising as we do not have any indica-
tion that the transition frequencies of gauche-C2H5SH in the fit
are affected by perturbation with the anti conformer. The final
resulting parameters are given in Table 3.
We also determined new spectroscopic parameters for the
gauche conformer of C2H345 SH. To this end, we took the parame-
ters of the parent species and kept them fixed initially. Similarly
to the fit of the parent species, we searched for the reasonable
parameter whose floating in the fit caused the greatest reduction
in the rms error until inclusion of new parameters caused only a
minute reduction of the rms error. As some parameters showed
larger isotopic changes than expected, we scaled the parameters,
which were kept fixed, with appropriate powers of B+C, B−C,
and E. The final set of spectroscopic parameters for C2H345 SH
are also given in Table 3.
In addition, we redetermined the spectroscopic parameters
of anti-C2H5SH. Kolesniková et al. (2014) used more centrifu-
gal distortion parameters of eighth order for the anti conformer
than for the gauche conformer even though fewer transition fre-
quencies were determined extending to lower J and, in particu-
lar, Ka quantum numbers. We started with rotational and quar-
tic centrifugal distortion parameters and weighted out lines that
were difficult to reproduce. In the end, inclusion of only four
Table 5. Spectroscopic parameters (MHz) of anti-C2H5SH in Watson’s
A reduction from the present study in comparison to previous experi-
mental valuesa and those from quantum-chemical (QC) calculationsb.
Parameter Present exptl. Previous exptl. QC values
A 28 416.776 9(21) 28 416.760 4(18) 28 451.975
B 5 485.778 73(28) 5 485.779 01(15) 5 489.912
C 4 881.817 82(17) 4 881.817 62(12) 4 885.345
∆K × 103 211.35(15) 210.03(18) 198.873
∆JK × 103 −22.395 1(48) −22.454 9(58) −23.107
∆J × 103 3.830 86(36) 3.832 17(27) 3.767
δK × 103 7.246(15) 7.342(20) 5.967
δJ × 103 0.657 25(19) 0.656 64(11) 0.555
ΦK × 106 103.7(27) 26.7(80) −5.464 7
ΦKJ × 106 −2.717(106) 1.060 7
ΦJK × 109 367.(18) −42.3
ΦJ × 109 −1.36(28) −0.86(17) −13.0
φK × 106 13.72(31) 28.89(97) −1.345 0
φJK × 109 80.(14) −164.(26) −226.5
φJ × 109 −1.16(14) −0.935(91) −6.4
LK × 106 1.374(110)
LKKJ × 109 2.11(40)
LJ × 1015 60.(11)
lKJ × 109 4.55(50)
Notes. a Kolesniková et al. (2014). b Puzzarini et al. (2014); highest
level CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ values.
additional sextic distortion parameters reproduced most of the
transition frequencies well. The experimental line list is fairly
sparse at higher Ka values (9 to 15), and they were difficult to
fit at somewhat higher J (above 20). The residuals between ob-
served and calculated frequencies showed only in some cases
regular patterns. These residuals may be caused by perturbation
of the rotational spectrum of the anti conformer or by blending
of the assigned lines with other, unidentified lines. Therefore, we
omitted these lines together with few lines having lower values
of Ka which were also weak for the most part. Predictions be-
yond Ka = 8 or 9 should be viewed with caution because of these
omissions. Transitions with such Ka values may not be so impor-
tant for astronomical observations because the anti conformer is
considerably higher in energy than the gauche conformer. Our
resulting spectroscopic parameters are presented in Table 4. As-
sociated line, parameter, and fit files along with additional aux-
iliary files will be available in the Fitting Spectra section of the
CDMS4.
The experimental transition frequencies of the gauche con-
formers of the parent and 34S species of ethanethiol have been
reproduced to 39.6 kHz and 38.1 kHz, respectively, about the
same as in Kolesniková et al. (2014), where the rms values were
39 kHz and 41 kHz. However, we only required 34 parameters
for the parent species whereas Kolesniková et al. (2014) used 41.
In the case of the 34S isotopic species, 16 versus 19 parame-
ters were floated. Therefore, we expect our parameters to de-
scribe the rotational spectrum better. Predictions much beyond
the covered quantum number range (J ≤ 88, Ka ≤ 25 for the
4 http://www.astro.uni-koeln.de/site/vorhersagen/pickett/beispiele/EtSH/
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parent species) should be viewed with caution. Such transitions
are likely well beyond the scope of astronomical observations.
We looked into intensity alterations dependent on sign
changes of the dipole moment components and found these al-
terations to be much smaller and much rarer than in ethanol (see
Sect. 2.3). Nevertheless, predicted intensities should be viewed
with some caution.
Our values of EKK , EKKK , and EKKKK are fairly large
in magnitude, possibly indicating perturbations of the spec-
trum by its lowest vibrational mode or by the anti conformer.
Schmidt & Quade (1975) determined Fbc = 12.20 MHz and
Fac = 139.34 MHz. The former agrees perfectly with our value,
and the agreement for the latter is reasonable if we take into ac-
count that in our case the uncertainty is 0.69 MHz and in the case
of Schmidt & Quade (1975) it is at least several megahertz.
We have also determined spectroscopic parameters of the
anti conformer using Watson’s A reduction for comparison pur-
poses with parameters of Kolesniková et al. (2014) and with val-
ues from quantum chemical calculations (Puzzarini et al. 2014).
These parameters are given in Table 5.
The two sets of experimental rotational and quartic centrifu-
gal distortion parameters agree well, the small, but significant
differences in ∆K and δK are caused by larger differences be-
tween the higher order parameters. The agreement is also good
for values calculated by quantum chemical means. The rota-
tional parameters include first-order vibrational corrections and
are commonly marginally larger than the experimental ones at
that level of computation. Quantum chemically calculated dis-
tortion parameters usually do not include vibrational corrections.
The deviations between calculated quartic centrifugal distortion
parameters and the experimental values are largely caused by
this neglect. The agreement between the two sets of experimen-
tal parameters is moderate to poor for the few sextic distortion
parameters used in the present fit. The very large LK value in
Kolesniková et al. (2014) is largely responsible for the much
smaller value of ΦK . In fact, contributions of LK are larger than
those of ΦK already at Ka = 5. The agreement is also poor be-
tween either set of sextic distortion parameters and those derived
from quantum chemical calculations. Puzzarini et al. (2014) at-
tributed these deviations entirely to errors in the experimental
values. However, all three values (gauche- and anti-ethanethiol
and dimethyl sulfide) of ΦK ≈ HK were reported as negative in
that work. This is very unusual for an asymmetric top rotor close
to the prolate limit, which usually has a positive value. For exam-
ple,∼23 and∼18 Hz were obtained for the anti conformers of the
two isotopomers of ethanol with one 13C (Bouchez et al. 2012),
13.73 Hz for dimethyl ether (Endres et al. 2009), and 93 Hz for
propargyl alcohol (Pearson & Drouin 2005). Therefore, we sus-
pect that there are errors in the quantum chemical calculations of
sextic distortion parameters in Puzzarini et al. (2014).
2.5. normal-Propanol, n-C3H7OH
Replacing one H atom at the terminal C atom in ethanol with
a CH3 group yields the unbranched n-propanol. There are three
possibilities for doing so with CCCO dihedral angles of 180◦
or ±60◦. As in the case of the HOCC dihedral, the conforma-
tions are called anti (or trans) and gauche, the latter being dou-
bly degenerate. Orientations of the methyl group are designated
by upper-case characters, those of the OH group by lower-case
characters. The Ga conformer is lowest in energy, and the two
non-equivalent Gg and Gg’ conformers are higher by 68.81 K
and 73.17 K, respectively, as determined from perturbations in
rotational transitions of Ga at high Ka quantum numbers and
from perturbations between Gg and Gg’ (Kisiel et al. 2010). The
energy of the Aa conformer relative to Ga is known only ap-
proximately, but it appears to be lower than that of either Gg
and Gg’ (Kahn & Bruice 2005). The doubly degenerate Ag con-
former is also quite close in energy to the other conformers
(Kahn & Bruice 2005), and tunneling between the two equiva-
lent conformers will likely lead to two distinguishable Ag+ and
Ag− states. Uncertainties of the relative energies of the A con-
formers are difficult to estimate, but are probably at least 10 K if
not a multiple thereof.
Predictions of the rotational spectrum of Ga-n-propanol were
taken from the CDMS. The entry is based on the extensive data
from Maeda et al. (2006a) with experimental data almost ex-
clusively from that work. Frequencies of perturbed transitions
were omitted. These transitions all have rather high values of
Ka and will be of importance for astronomical observations only
if lower energy transitions have been detected with very high
signal-tonoise ratios and at high rotational temperatures. Dipole
moment components of µa = 0.4914 (4) D, µb = 0.9705 (13) D,
and µc = 0.9042 (12) D were determined by Kisiel et al. (2010)
from a single state fit. Based on the relative energies of the n-
propanol conformers, their total column density in the ground
vibrational state at 150 K is about a factor of 3.3 higher than that
determined for the Ga conformer; inclusion of thermal popula-
tion of vibrational states (Fukushima & Zwolinski 1968) yields
a combined factor of about 5.2.
2.6. iso-Propanol, i-C3H7OH
Replacing one H atom at the central C atom in ethanol by a
CH3 group yields the branched i-propanol. The two positions
are equivalent. There are again three orientations for the OH
group: anti (or trans) and the doubly degenerate gauche. Tun-
neling between the two equivalent gauche conformers leads
again to gauche+ and gauche−, which are separated by 2.236 K
(Maeda et al. 2006b). There is consensus that the anti conformer
is higher in energy than the gauche conformers, but the amount
differs considerably. Intensity measurements at millimeter wave-
lengths (Maeda et al. 2006b) yielded a difference of ∼120 K
with an estimated uncertainty of 15 K. This value is in rea-
sonable agreement with 81 K (Kahn & Bruice 2005) and with
227 ± 104 K from intensity measurements in the microwave re-
gion (Hirota 1979). A value of 12.5 K (Inagaki et al. 1973) ap-
pears to be too small. We have employed an energy difference
of 100 K as the average of the two determinations judged to be
most reliable. At 150 K rotational temperature, this leads to a
column density correction factor of 1.26 from thermal popula-
tion of the anti conformer. Taking into account vibrational data
from Inagaki et al. (1973) and Dobrowolski et al. (2008) yields
a combined conformational and vibrational correction factor to
the partition function of ∼1.86.
Predictions were generated from data summarized in
Maeda et al. (2006b), which are based largely on measurements
from that work covering most of the 115−360 GHz region.
Hirota (1979) determined µa = 1.114 (15) D between the gauche
substates and µb = 0.737 (25) D and µc = 0.8129 (49) D within
the gauche substates.
3. Observations and data reduction
Part of the observations used in this article have been briefly de-
scribed in Belloche et al. (2014). A detailed account of the ob-
servations, reduction, and analysis method of the full data set is
reported in a companion paper (Belloche et al. 2015).
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4. Results
4.1. Methanol CH3OH
Methanol is well detected toward Sgr B2(N2) in its vibrational
ground state and in its first torsionally excited state 3t = 1 (Figs. 3
and 4). The second torsionally excited state is relatively well
detected as well, with about three detected lines and seven ad-
ditional lines that contribute significantly to the detected signal
(Fig. 5). The six lines between 96.19 and 96.56 GHz are the a-
type (∆K = 0) transitions with J = 2−1. The remaining features
are b-type transitions with J ≤ 21. The third torsionally excited
state (3t = 3) cannot be considered as unambiguously detected;
however, since it contributes significantly to the flux detected at
96268 MHz (21−11 of E symmetry) according to our model that
uses the same parameters as for the lower states, we include it in
the full model (Fig. 6).
The 13C isotopolog of methanol is also clearly detected, both
in its ground state and in 3t = 1 (Figs. 7 and 8). Some lines in the
ground state are marginally optically thick (τmax = 1.3). About
eight lines of the 18O isotopolog are detected in its vibrational
ground state, which makes the assignment secure (Fig. 9). The
J = 2 − 1 a-type transitions occur at 91958 MHz (not shown,
strongly blended), around 92730 MHz, and at 93506 MHz. The
remainder are b-type transitions with low values of K and low
to moderate values of J. Their emission is optically thin (τmax =
0.14). Transitions from within 3t = 1 are not unambiguously
detected for this isotopolog, but its emission contributes signifi-
cantly to the line detected at 97069 MHz (Fig. 10) which is why
we included it in the full model. Our model allows us to de-
rive the following isotopic ratios for methanol: 12C/13C ≈ 25 and
16O/18O ≈ 180. The 13CH3OH/CH183 OH ratio is ∼7.3.
The fits to the integrated intensity maps of the detected
methanol lines yield a source size that decreases with increas-
ing energy level, from ∼1.4′′ at low energy to ∼1.0′′ at Eup ≈
1000 K. A similar behavior is found for the 13C isotopolog over
a narrower energy range. The population diagrams of methanol
(restricted to its transitions with an opacity lower than 2) and
its isotopologs are very well fitted with a rotation temperature
of about 140−160 K (Table 6 and Figs. 11, 12, and 13). The
rotation temperature of the CH3OH ground vibrational state is
constrained at low to moderate energies, for example, by the
J−2 − J1 transitions of E symmetry. The lines are very weak at
low J (2−4 near 101.1 GHz), but have substantial opacities at
higher J; J = 17 at 111626.5 MHz is the last line in the region
of our survey. On the higher energy side are the two asymmetry
split 265 − 256 transitions of A symmetry around 97210 MHz.
The spectra of the optically thick lines of methanol require a
large size and high temperature to be well fitted. Our LTE model
thus assumes a source size of 1.4′′ and a rotational tempera-
ture of 160 K. The fit is good for most lines of all three iso-
topologs, except for the shape of the very optically thick lines of
methanol (with τ up to 19) and the likely masing lines at 84521
and 95169 MHz (5−1 − 40 of E symmetry and 80 − 71 of A+
symmetry, respectively; see, e.g., Müller et al. 2004).
4.2. Ethanol C2H5OH
About 170 lines of ethanol are detected toward Sgr B2(N2) in its
vibrational ground state (Fig. 14). The fits to the integrated in-
tensity maps of these lines yield a median source size of ∼1.3′′,
with no clear trend as a function of upper-level energy. The pop-
ulation diagram shown in Fig. 15 yields a well-constrained rota-
tional temperature (Table 6). We use a slightly higher tempera-
Table 6. Rotational temperatures derived from population diagrams of
alkanols and alkanethiols toward Sgr B2(N2).
Molecule Statesa Tfitb
(K)
CH3OH 3 = 0, 3t = 1, 3t = 2 150.8 (1.7)
13CH3OH 3 = 0, 3t = 1 160.6 (6.8)
CH318OH 3 = 0 143 (12)
C2H5OH 3 = 0 139.6 (1.6)
CH3SH 3 = 0, 3t = 1 208 (46)
Notes. (a) Vibrational states that were taken into account to fit the popu-
lation diagram. (b) The standard deviation of the fit is given in parenthe-
ses. As explained in Belloche et al. (2015), these uncertainties should
be viewed with caution. They may be underestimated.
ture (150 K versus 140 K), still fully consistent with the intensi-
ties of the detected lines. With this source size and temperature,
some lines turn out to be marginally optically thick (τmax = 1.2).
Both 13C isotopologs of ethanol are detected in their anti
form with a few clearly detected lines each (Figs. 16 and 17).
We derive a 12C/13C isotopic ratio of ∼25 for ethanol, consistent
with the one derived for methanol (see Sect. 4.1).
4.3. Propanol normal-C3H7OH and iso-C3H7OH
Propanol is not detected toward Sgr B2(N2) either in its straight
chain form (normal) or in its branched form (iso). Assuming the
same parameters as for ethanol, we derive upper limits to the
column density of both forms (Table 7).
4.4. Methanethiol CH3SH
With about 12 lines clearly detected in its vibrational ground
state, methanethiol is securely identified toward Sgr B2(N2)
(Fig. 18). We also identified torsionally excited transitions (3t =
1) belonging to the a-type J = 4 − 3 branch, which are shown
in Fig. 19. Even though they are slightly or heavily blended,
two almost completely blended transitions, k = +1 of E and
42,3 − 32,2 of A torsional symmetry near 100806 MHz, account
for essentially all of that emission feature. In addition, k = +1
near 100838 MHz and 41,3 − 31,2 of A torsional symmetry near
101522 MHz account for emission features that are part of a
blend. The 3t = 1 state is not unambiguously detected; however,
since the synthetic spectrum computed with the same parame-
ters as for the ground state is fully consistent with the observed
spectrum, we consider this state as tentatively detected and we
include it in the full model (Fig. 19). The fits to the integrated
intensity maps of the detected ground state lines yield a source
size of ∼1.4′′. The fit to the population diagram including both
states is not well constrained (Trot = 210 ± 50 K, Table 6 and
Fig. 20). This fit is dominated by the more numerous lines in
the vibrational ground state and tends to overestimate the in-
tensities of the lines in the first vibrationally excited state. To
avoid this overestimate when modeling the spectrum, we use a
lower temperature of 180 K, still consistent with the fit result
above. With this source size and temperature, the emission is
optically thin (τmax = 0.3). The apparent discrepancy between
the synthetic and observed spectra at 108680 MHz is likely due
to 13CN absorption produced by diffuse clouds along the line of
sight, which we have not completely modeled so far. The small
discrepancy at 110342 MHz may be due to an overestimate of
the level of the baseline. This frequency corresponds to the data
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Table 7. Parameters of our best-fit LTE model (or upper limit) of alkanols and alkanethiols toward Sgr B2(N2).
Molecule Statusa Ndetb Sizec Trotd Ne Cf ∆Vg Voffh NrefN
i
(′′) (K) (cm−2) (km s−1) (km s−1)
CH3OH, 3 = 0⋆ d 41 1.4 160 4.0 (19) 1.00 5.4 −0.5 1
3t = 1 d 16 1.4 160 4.0 (19) 1.00 5.4 −0.2 1
3t = 2 d 3 1.4 160 4.0 (19) 1.00 5.4 −0.5 1
3t = 3 t 0 1.4 160 4.0 (19) 1.00 5.4 −0.5 1
13CH3OH, 3 = 0 d 19 1.4 160 1.6 (18) 1.00 5.4 −0.2 25
3t = 1 d 7 1.4 160 1.6 (18) 1.00 5.4 −0.2 25
CH318OH, 3 = 0 d 8 1.4 160 2.2 (17) 1.00 5.4 −0.0 182
3t = 1 t 0 1.4 160 2.2 (17) 1.00 5.4 −0.0 182
C2H5OH⋆ d 168 1.3 150 2.0 (18) 1.24 5.4 0.0 1
anti-13CH3CH2OH d 4 1.3 150 8.0 (16) 2.96 5.4 0.0 25
anti-CH313CH2OH d 3 1.3 150 8.0 (16) 2.96 5.4 0.0 25
Ga-normal-C3H7OH n 0 1.3 150 < 2.6 (17) 5.20 5.4 0.0 −
iso-C3H7OH n 0 1.3 150 < 9.3 (16) 1.86 5.4 0.0 −
CH3SH, 3 = 0⋆ d 12 1.4 180 3.4 (17) 1.00 5.4 −0.5 1
3t = 1 t 1 1.4 180 3.4 (17) 1.00 5.4 −0.5 1
gauche-C2H5SH n 0 1.4 180 < 1.6 (16) 1.95 5.4 −0.5 −
Notes. (a) d: detection, t: tentative detection, n: non-detection. (b) Number of detected lines (conservative estimate, see Belloche et al. 2015). Here,
one line of a given species may mean a group of transitions of that species that are blended together. (c) Source diameter (FWHM). (d) Rotational
temperature. (e) Total column density of the molecule. X (Y) means X × 10Y . (f) Correction factor that was applied to the column density to account
for the contribution of vibrationally or torsionally excited states or other conformers, in the cases where this contribution was not included in the
partition function of the spectroscopic predictions. (g) Linewidth (FWHM). (h) Velocity offset with respect to the assumed systemic velocity of
Sgr B2(N2) Vlsr = 74 km s−1. (i) Column density ratio, with Nref the column density of the previous reference species marked with a ⋆.
point significantly below the model at Eu/kb ≈ 100 K (in red) in
the population diagram.
4.5. Ethanethiol C2H5SH
Ethanethiol is not unambiguously detected toward Sgr B2(N2).
Under the assumption of the same temperature, source size,
linewidth, and velocity offset as for methanethiol (Sect. 4.4),
the synthetic spectrum shown in Fig. 21 is consistent with the
observed spectrum, especially for the 114 − 104 multiplet near
111647 MHz, but the lack of clearly detected lines prevents a se-
cure identification. We consider this model as a 3σ upper limit to
the column density of ethanethiol toward Sgr B2(N2) (Table 7).
5. Astrochemical modeling
In order to investigate the chemical formation and destruction
mechanisms associated with CH3SH and C2H5SH, we incor-
porate a new set of reactions into the network presented by
Belloche et al. (2014). This expanded network is used to simu-
late the coupled gas-phase and grain-surface chemistry occurring
in Sgr B2(N2), using the kinetics model MAGICKAL (Garrod
2013).
Current astrochemical networks include relatively few
sulfur-bearing molecules; with reference to the production of
alkanethiols, none of them (to the authors’ knowledge) includes
any treatment for the formation of sulfur-bearing molecules
larger than H2CS. Here, in analogy with the dominant forma-
tion routes for methanol and ethanol in hot cores, as predicted by
the chemical models, the new network concentrates on the pro-
duction of alkanethiols solely on the surfaces of the dust grains.
However, gas-phase destruction mechanisms for both molecules
(as well as related intermediates) are included in the new net-
work, the majority of which are ion-molecule processes or the
subsequent dissociative recombination with electrons of the re-
sultant molecular ions. Ion-molecule reactions are included for
the major ionic species He+, H+, H3+, H3O+ and HCO+. Esti-
mates for the rates of photo-dissociation of new molecules, as
caused by cosmic ray-induced and (where extinction allows) ex-
ternal UV photons, are also included (see Garrod et al. (2008)
and Garrod (2013)).
For CH3SH, we assume the same grain-surface desorp-
tion/binding energy as for methanol (5534 K), which is based
on the laboratory study of Collings et al. (2004). The weak
hydrogen-bonding character of the thiol group is likely to result
in a somewhat lower binding energy for methanethiol than for
methanol in the amorphous water-dominated ices present on the
dust grains; however, based on the greater observed rotational
temperature for CH3SH than for CH3OH observed in our source
(180 K versus 150 K), indicating a similar or greater desorp-
tion temperature for CH3SH, the adoption of the methanol-based
value appears justified in the absence of appropriate laboratory
data. In the case of C2H5SH, a binding energy of 6230 K is used
− based on interpolation as detailed by Garrod (2013) − that is
close to the value already adopted for ethanol (6259 K).
Methanethiol may form on grain surfaces through the ad-
dition of hydrogen atoms to H2CS. Both gas-phase and grain-
surface formation routes already exist in the network for CS,
HCS, and H2CS. The new network thus includes a chain of
hydrogen addition reactions analogous to those for methanol,
accounting for all hydrogenation states: CS, HCS, H2CS,
CH3S/CH2SH and CH3SH. Methanethiol may also be formed
via the addition of CH3 and HS, and other species in the chain
may also be formed via alternative atomic additions, e.g., CH2 +
S → H2CS. Ethanethiol may be formed by a selection of radical-
radical and hydrogen-addition reactions on the grains, including
CH3 + CH2SH and C2H5 + HS.
The physical model follows that detailed in previous pa-
pers where a cold collapse phase to maximum density (nH =
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2× 108 cm−3) and minimum dust-grain temperature (8 K) is fol-
lowed by a warm-up from 8−400 K; during this phase, the gas
and dust temperatures are assumed to be well coupled.
The initial chemical compositions used in the model follow
those of Garrod (2013). Crucially, a standard, depleted sulfur
abundance of 8 × 10−8 is used, which reproduces well the rel-
ative abundances of the sulfur-bearing molecules. The underly-
ing reason for the anomalous depletion of atomic sulfur in dense
regions (as compared to diffuse cloud values) is a long-standing
problem (e.g., Anderson et al. 2013), and will not be addressed
here.
5.1. Results of modeling
Figure 22 shows the results of the models, for CH3SH, C2H5SH,
and a selection of related molecules (a), and their oxygen-
substituted equivalents, each of which is a well-known hot-core
molecule (b). The plots indicate the calculated time-dependent
abundances of each molecule with respect to molecular hydro-
gen, during the warm-up phase of the chemistry. Solid lines indi-
cate gas-phase abundances, while dotted lines of the same color
indicate ice-mantle abundances for the same species.
Most of the CH3SH is formed early, during the cold collapse
phase, when the CS accreted from the gas-phase is efficiently
converted to H2CS via atomic hydrogen addition, and thence to
CH3SH. In common with the methanol-producing series, the ad-
dition of H to CS and H2CS is expected in both cases to have
an activation energy barrier. Previous networks have assumed a
value of 1000 K for H + CS → HCS (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 1992),
which is unaltered here. The hydrogenation of H2CS is a newly
added process in this network, to which a barrier of 1000 K is
also assigned. This reaction is allowed three product branches,
each of which are given equal weight: CH3S, CH2SH, and HCS
+ H2 (corresponding to hydrogen abstraction). Most of the CS,
that is accreted onto the grains during collapse, is ultimately con-
verted into and stored as CH3SH in the ices.
Desorption of CH3SH from the dust grains becomes impor-
tant above around 100 K; peak gas-phase abundance for this
molecule occurs at a temperature of 119 K (see Table 8). In
spite of the identical binding energy adopted for methanethiol as
for methanol, CH3SH still reaches a gas-phase peak at a some-
what lower temperature than CH3OH; the large total abundance
of methanol on the grains causes its release to take longer and
peak later than for methanethiol. The peak gas-phase abundance
of CH3SH is also lower than the peak value obtained on the
grain surfaces; abstraction of hydrogen from methanethiol by
surface radicals, including, most prominently, NH2, causes de-
struction of this molecule just prior to its release into the gas
phase, reducing the overall peak by a factor of ∼3. While simi-
lar H-abstraction processes also exist for methanol, the exother-
micity of these reactions is low and results in larger activation
energy barriers (and thus smaller rates). Barriers for abstrac-
tion reactions are based on experimental values where available,
or calculated using the Evans-Polanyi relation (as detailed by
Garrod 2013); barriers involving methanethiol are obtained with
this method.
Formation of C2H5SH is achieved through three main pro-
cesses, occurring at ∼20−30, 45, and 55 K. The first is the ad-
dition reaction CH3 + CH2SH → C2H5SH; this process is anal-
ogous to the dominant mechanism for ethanol formation in the
model, and C2H5SH abundance in the ices shows similar behav-
ior to that of ethanol in the 20−40 K temperature range.
At around 45 K, the addition of atomic H to the C2H5S radi-
cal becomes more important, contributing an abundance of a few
10−10 × n(H2). The C2H5S radical is itself formed by the addi-
tion of S atoms to C2H5, which is produced when acetylene in
the bulk ice mantles becomes mobile, allowing it to be hydro-
genated on the ice surface.
At 55 K, the main C2H5SH-producing event occurs, when
H2S becomes mobile, dredges up from the bulk ice mantle, and
desorbs from the ice surface. While most H2S is desorbed into
the gas phase, some reacts with atomic H, which abstracts a hy-
drogen atom to give HS. This radical may then quickly react with
C2H5 to produce ethanethiol. C2H5SH ultimately desorbs, reach-
ing peak gas-phase abundance at a similar temperature to the al-
cohols. It should be noted that essentially all H2S in the ices is
converted to C2H5SH through this mechanism, as can be clearly
seen in Fig. 22(a). However, there is no analogous conversion
of H2S into CH3SH, as the CH3 radical is no longer present in
significant abundance when H2S and HS become mobile on the
grains. Neither does the addition of the OH radical to CH3/C2H5
provide any significant formation route for methanol/ethanol,
analogous to the HS-related mechanisms. While the photodis-
sociation of water ice provides abundant OH, its mobility is rel-
atively low at these temperatures.
By the end of the model run, at 400 K, CS and H2CS com-
prise more than 50 % of the sulfur budget; the remainder resides
mostly in SO and SO2 (not shown).
5.2. Discussion of modeling
For the alcohols, the CH3OH/C2H5OH ratio of 78 produced
by the models, comparing peak abundances, is a reasonable
match to the observed value of ∼20. In spite of the approxi-
mate nature of the overall sulfur abundance in the models due
to the uncertainty in initial atomic sulfur budget, the modeled
C2H5OH/C2H5SH ratio of 225 is in line with the observed lower
limit of 125.
Peak abundance for CH3SH produced by the model is some-
what lower than the observations demand. A modeled ratio of
CH3SH/C2H5SH = 3.1 is obtained, compared with the observed
value of > 21. Similarly, the ratio of methanol to methanethiol
is around 50 times larger (∼5700 versus 120) than the observed
ratio, suggesting that the low CH3SH/C2H5SH ratio is caused
more by an underprediction of CH3SH relative to the other
three molecules rather than by an overprediction of C2H5SH.
However, it should be noted that CH3SH is released from the
grains at lower temperatures than either methanol or ethanethiol
in the models. This would tend to produce a somewhat larger
spatial extent for methanethiol under a three-dimensional treat-
ment of the core, and would likely result in a greater average
column density than is indicated when comparing peak abun-
dances for each molecule. The differing sublimation character-
istics of CH3SH may therefore improve its column density ra-
tio with other molecules. Direct laboratory determination of the
methanethiol binding energy on a water/methanol surface would
give greater confidence to the comparison with observed column
density values.
The low initial abundance of sulfur assumed in this model
allows room for the methanethiol abundance to be increased
through this variable; however, alternative model runs indicate
that ethanethiol abundances also scale in this way. Lower effi-
ciency in the early-stage formation of H2S on the grains could
reduce the C2H5SH abundance, as could lower acetylene pro-
duction. Acetylene abundances ultimately rely on the quantity
of ice-mantle methane formed during the cold collapse stage,
which is released into the gas phase at temperatures around 25 K,
producing a range of hydrocarbons.
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Fig. 22. Chemical model abundances for a selection of sulfur-bearing
molecules (a) and their oxygen-bearing analogs (b). Solid lines indicate
gas-phase abundances; dotted lines of the same color indicate the grain-
surface/ice abundances of the same species.
Table 8. Results of chemical kinetics modeling of alkanethiols and alka-
nols toward Sgr B2(N2).
Species Peak n[i]/n(H2) Temperature (K) at peak
CH3SH 3.7 × 10−9 119
C2H5SH 1.2 × 10−9 130
CH3OH 2.1 × 10−5 130
C2H5OH 2.7 × 10−7 139
6. Discussion
In light of the extensive number of emission features detected
for CH3OH, C2H5OH, and CH3SH in our sensitive ALMA data
toward Sgr B2(N2), it is noteworthy that we detect only a few,
rather weak, and partially or completely blended lines that can
be attributed to C2H5SH. Consequently, we are unable to claim
even a tentative detection of the molecule. We consider the low
upper limit to the column density of ethanethiol (Table 7) to be
meaningful. In fact, comparing the Sgr B2(N2) column density
ratios of alkanols and alkanethiols (or their lower limits) in Ta-
ble 9, it is conceivable that the column density of C2H5SH is
Table 9. Column density ratios of alkanols and alkanethiols in different
sources.
MeOH MeSH MeOH EtOH
Source EtOH EtSH MeSH EtSH
Sgr B2(N2) 20 & 21 118 & 125
Orion KLa,b 31 5c 120 20c
G327.3−0.6a,d 82 58
Notes. a Methanol (MeOH) inferred from 13CH3OH. EtOH, MeSH, and
EtSH short for ethanol, methanethiol, and ethanethiol, respectively. b
Orion KL data from Kolesniková et al. (2014). c Only for gauche-EtSH;
ratio would be smaller by about a factor of 1.25 with anti-EtSH assum-
ing LTE. d G327.3−0.6 data from Gibb et al. (2000).
close to the upper limit. With so many potential ethanethiol lines
partially or strongly blended in our ALMA data, additional ob-
servations at longer wavelengths may be more promising than
more sensitive observations at 3 mm or observations at shorter
wavelengths.
The non-detection of ethanethiol in Sgr B2(N2) is rather sur-
prising in the context of the purported detection of the molecule
in Orion KL at a column density that yields CH3SH/C2H5SH and
C2H5OH/C2H5SH ratios that are much lower than our lower lim-
its. The ratios (Table 9) are 5 and 20, respectively, ignoring the
presence of the anti-conformer, or 4 and 16 if we assume a ther-
mal (200 K) population of this conformer. Our numbers are & 21
and & 125, respectively. In contrast, the CH3OH/CH3SH ratios
are identical, and the CH3OH/C2H5OH values are quite similar,
20 and 31, respectively. Inspection of the features reported in
Kolesniková et al. (2014) as detected shows one isolated emis-
sion feature (near 243.58 GHz) assigned to ethanethiol. A small
number of fairly isolated lines were assigned in part to the
molecule. The majority of the potential C2H5SH lines, however,
are strongly blended. More importantly, the model of all species
excluding C2H5SH leaves no room for any ethanethiol contribu-
tion in the isolated emission feature near 263.90 GHz. The high
abundance of C2H5SH relative to CH3SH and the alkanols in
Orion KL compared to Sgr B2(N2), and the issues we pointed
out concerning the identification of C2H5SH in the Orion KL
spectrum suggest that the presence of ethanethiol in Orion KL
is uncertain. Unfortunately, our model calculations are not accu-
rate enough, in particular for CH3SH, to support or dismiss the
reported C2H5SH detection in Orion KL.
The column density of CH3SH is relatively high in
G327.3−0.6, yielding a CH3OH/CH3SH ratio of 58 (Gibb et al.
2000), half the value in Sgr B2(N2) and Orion KL. On the other
hand, the CH3OH/C2H5OH ratio is 82, higher than in Orion KL,
and even higher than in Sgr B2(N2). On the basis of column den-
sity ratios alone, it is difficult to judge how promising a search
for ethanethiol in G327.3−0.6 would be. We point out that we did
not use the quoted column density of CH3OH from Gibb et al.
(2000). Instead, we used the 13CH3OH column density and the
quoted 12C/13C ratio of 40; the reported CH3OH/13CH3OH ratio
was actually 10, suggesting substantial CH3OH opacities.
In their 1.3 mm line survey toward three positions in Sgr B2,
Nummelin et al. (1998, 2000) detected CH3OH, C2H5OH, and
CH3SH toward not only Sgr B2(N), but also toward Sgr B2(M).
Judging from their 12C/13C ratios for methanol, these col-
umn densities are affected by substantial opacities. Emission of
C2H5OH and CH3SH may be less prone to opacity biases. Their
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ratios are 3.8 and 1.4 for Sgr B2(N), whose emission is likely
dominated by Sgr B2(N1), and Sgr B2(M), respectively. Both
values are smaller than 5.9 for Sgr B2(N2), though not by much
for Sgr B2(N). The Orion KL value is essentially identical to
the one from Sgr B2(N), whereas the G327.3−0.6 value of 0.7 is
even more extreme than the one from Sgr B2(M).
Our upper limit to the column density of normal-propanol
is not very constraining in comparison to our CH3OH/C2H5OH
ratio of 20, as it translates to a C2H5OH/n-C3H7OH ratio of
& 7.7. In the case of the Galactic Center molecular cloud
MC G+0.693−0.027, the column density ratio between CH3OH
and C2H5OH is ∼14 (Requena-Torres et al. 2008), lower than
the Sgr B2(N2) value, but the lower limit to the C2H5OH
to n-C3H7OH ratio is only ∼4.5, which was derived from
the CH3OH to C2H5OH and the CH3OH to n-C3H7OH ratios
(Requena-Torres et al. 2008). In their paper on the tentative de-
tection of ethyl methyl ether, Tercero et al. (2015) mention a
ground state column density ratio of & 60. Taking column den-
sity corrections by vibrational states for both molecules and by
other conformers for n-propanol into account (see Table 7) the
column density ratio becomes & 14.3, slightly more constrain-
ing than ours. However, should our C2H5CN/n-C3H7CN ratio
of ∼55 (Belloche et al. 2015 and rescaled for the same source
size of 1.2′′ in the case of n-C3H7CN, Belloche et al. 2014)
be more appropriate for the estimation of the column density
of n-C3H7OH, then all available observational results are not
so meaningful. Our upper limit to the column density of iso-
propanol translates to a C2H5OH/i-C3H7OH ratio of & 21.5,
which may be meaningful if the i-C3H7OH/n-C3H7OH ratio is
considerably larger than the i-C3H7CN/n-C3H7CN ratio of ∼0.4
in Sgr B2(N2) (Belloche et al. 2014).
Our tentative detection of torsionally excited methanethiol is
the first such account; previously only ground state transitions
had been identified. On the other hand, observations of CH3OH,
3t = 2 and 13CH3OH, 3t = 1 had been reported before, e.g.,
in Sgr B2(N) by Nummelin et al. (1998) and in Orion KL by
Schilke et al. (2001).
We determined an isotopic ratio of ∼25 for
CH3OH/13CH3OH and for the ratio of parent ethanol to
both of its isotopologs with one 13C. This value is slightly larger
than our ratio determined for the main isotopic species of vinyl
cyanide to all three of its singly 13C substituted species of 21± 1
(Müller et al. 2008). These ratios are in good to reasonable
agreement with a value of ∼20 in Galactic Center sources
(Wilson & Rood 1994; Milam et al. 2005) or the range of ∼20
to 25 derived by Güsten et al. (1985).
Our CH3OH/CH183 OH and
13CH3OH/CH183 OH ratios of
∼180 and ∼7.3 are in very good agreement with respective
Sgr B2 values of 210± 40 and 7.5± 1.0 (Gardner et al. 1989) or
with ∼200 and 8.6±1.2 for respective H2CO values in Sgr B2 and
the Galactic Center source M−0.13−0.18 (Güsten et al. 1985).
Wilson & Rood (1994) summarized isotopic ratios of ∼250 and
∼12.5 in the Galactic Center ISM, in reasonable agreement with
our values.
The isotopic ratios in the Galactic Center ISM are rather dif-
ferent from the solar system values of about 89 and 490 for the
12C/13C and 16O/18O ratios, respectively. These changes reflect
gradients in the isotopic ratios from the center of the Milky Way
to its outer regions which, in addition, change with time. This as-
pect explains small, but non-negligible differences between the
solar system values and those determined in the local ISM (e.g.,
Güsten et al. 1985; Wilson & Rood 1994; Milam et al. 2005).
7. Conclusion
Our sensitive ALMA data permitted clear detections of
methanethiol with the first, albeit tentative, detection of lines in
its first excited torsional state, ethanol, with the first unambigu-
ous detection of the singly 13C substituted isotopomers, and three
isotopologs of methanol; the main species was detected in sev-
eral torsional states, including some evidence of its third excited
torsional state. However, they were not sensitive enough for a
clear detection of ethanethiol, though a comparison to CH3SH
and alkanols suggests that its column density could be close to
the upper limit derived here. We also obtained upper limits to
the column densities of normal- and iso-propanol. Our values
for the 12C/13C ratio obtained for methanol and ethanol and for
the 16O/18O ratio obtained for methanol are in line with the val-
ues known for the ISM in the Galactic Center region.
The column density ratios involving methanol, ethanol, and
methanethiol in Sgr B2(N2) are similar to values reported for
Orion KL, but those involving ethanethiol are significantly dif-
ferent and suggest that the detection of ethanethiol reported to-
ward Orion KL is rather uncertain.
The chemical models presented here include new reac-
tions for the formation and destruction of methanethiol and
ethanethiol. This represents a step forward in the complexity of
sulfur chemistry that can be treated with astrochemical models.
The results indicate that adequate abundances of both alkanethi-
ols may be formed in hot cores through dust-grain surface/ice-
mantle chemistry. Methanethiol is formed at the low tempera-
tures achieved during cold core collapse (on the order 10 K).
Ethanethiol is produced on the grains at elevated temperatures
(∼45−55 K), with most of the surface H2S at those tempera-
tures being converted almost entirely to ethanethiol. The mod-
eled gas-phase ratio CH3SH/C2H5SH ≃ 3 is substantially lower
than the observed value of > 21. The strongest influence on this
ratio is likely the underprediction of CH3SH (in comparison to
CH3OH), although the efficient formation of C2H5SH from H2S
on the grains is also a source of uncertainty.
In addition, more sensitive observations of Sgr B2(N),
Orion KL, or other sources with ALMA or other interferometers
are required to establish whether and possibly in what quanti-
ties ethanethiol, normal-propanol, and iso-propanol are present
in the ISM. Such observations may be more promising at wave-
lengths longer than 3 mm for the first two molecules.
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Fig. 3. Transitions of CH3OH, 3 = 0 covered by our ALMA survey. The best-fit LTE synthetic spectrum of CH3OH is displayed in red and overlaid
on the observed spectrum of Sgr B2(N2) shown in black. The green synthetic spectrum contains the contributions of all molecules identified in our
survey so far including the species shown in red. The central frequency of each panel is indicated below the x-axis in MHz; its width is given also
in MHz in parentheses. The angular resolution is also indicated. The y-axis is labeled in brightness temperature units (K). The dotted line marks
the 3σ noise level.
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Fig. 3. continued.
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for CH3OH, 3t = 1.
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 for CH3OH, 3t = 2.
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 3 for CH3OH, 3t = 3.
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 3 for 13CH3OH, 3 = 0.
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Fig. 7. continued.
Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 3 for 13CH3OH, 3t = 1.
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 3 for CH318OH, 3 = 0.
Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 3 for CH318OH, 3t = 1.
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Fig. 11. Population diagram of CH3OH, 3 = 0, 3t = 1, and 3t = 2 toward
Sgr B2(N2). Only the lines that are clearly detected, do not suffer too
much from contamination from other species, and have an opacity be-
low 2 are displayed. The observed data points are shown in black while
the synthetic populations are shown in red. No correction is applied in
panel a. In panel b, the optical depth correction has been applied to both
the observed and synthetic populations and the contamination from all
other species included in the full model has been removed from the ob-
served data points. The straight line is a linear fit to the observed popu-
lations (in linear-logarithmic space). The rotational temperature derived
in this way is reported in Table 6.
Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11 for 13CH3OH, 3 = 0 and 3t = 1.
Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 11 for CH318OH, 3 = 0.
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 3 for C2H5OH, 3 = 0.
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Fig. 14. continued.
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Fig. 14. continued.
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Fig. 14. continued.
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Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 11 for C2H5OH, 3 = 0.
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Fig. 16. Same as Fig. 3 for 13CH3CH2OH, 3 = 0.
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Fig. 17. Same as Fig. 3 for CH313CH2OH, 3 = 0.
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Fig. 20. Same as Fig. 11 for CH3SH, 3 = 0 and 3t = 1.
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Fig. 18. Same as Fig. 3 for CH3SH, 3 = 0.
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Fig. 19. Same as Fig. 3 for CH3SH, 3t = 1.
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Fig. 21. Same as Fig. 3 for gauche-C2H5SH, 3 = 0, but here, the green
synthetic spectrum does not contain the contribution of gauche-C2H5SH
that is shown in red.
